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Baker’s Practice, &o.

NE load of powder at all distances should
be attended to, the rifle should be held

firm in hand in all positions in presenting to
fire: dying on the. belly it will be found difficult,
for the left hand to grasp the stock forwards,
in that case the sling or belt should be pulled
firmly bach, to keep the rifle steady while firing,
as appears in figures presenting. No. 2 and 3;
to fire off' hand without a rest, the right,foot
should be behind the left about 1.6 inches, the
left knee up.ight and not bent, the right el¬
bow down towards the body, the butt of the
rifle in the hollow of the shoulder, the body
easily bent forwards, so that the right eye
comes over the great toe of the left foot, as
figure presenting, No. 1. If the body is more
bent, the man will not stand so easy nor yet sq

.steady; the left rand when presenting to be
forwards on the swell of the stock, the siirg
under the elbow ; that will make it firm and
steady.

. In presenting to foe or taking aim, both eyes ;

open is best, the theea. should be pressed on
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the slock very hard at all times or the man will
deceive himself, for his eye should be as a
fixture on the stock every time he takes aim;
in taking aim lay the muzzle of the rifle to the
lowest part of1 the object he means to strike,
then bring it up gradually to the part he means
to take his aim at; in bringing up the rifle, the
fore-finger to be kept light on the trigger; when
up to the place intended,he draws the front sight
into the notch of the back sight with his eye as
line' drawn,- figure No. 4. He holds his breath,
abd pulls gradually without any snatching, as
that will alter the direction of the rifle: in

taking; aim sometimes he may hold his breath
so long as will cause a trembling, in that case"
the rifle should be taken down, take breath and:
aim again1; it is a more certain way to bring the:
muzzle of the rifle up than down where the object3
can be obtained ; after the trigger is pulled, keep1
the rifle firm in shoulder till the ball strikes the

target at 100 yards, this will be known by
hearing the ball strike or hit, as that will pre¬
vent any starting or throwing back the head,
as is often the case in firing. A rifleman should5
practice' to pull off the trigger, with a wood
driver in the cock till he can fire off his piece
without starting or shaking* the muzzle of his
rifle, this is a part that every rifleman shomld be
well acquainted with, as it will make him have
mere command of his rifle.

A rifleman to judge of his distance, should
in the habit of stepping his ground, from
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one to 300 paces, or any other distance that
may be thought proper, and let him fire at any
object at the distance he steps to; by this con¬
tinual practice he will learn to measure the dis¬
tance with his eye to a tolerable certainty at
any time, - this he* should practice in different
places and in all sorts of weather; in windy
weather it is necessary a rifleman should prac¬
tice, that will instruct him what allowance to
make from his object to the right or left, as the
wind has great power of the ball at long ranges.

A rifleman' should never use himself to more

than one rifle until he is a compleat master of
it; then he may use any for the information of
others. In loading with a ball, be careful that
the ball is in the middle of the patch of leather
or greased rag provided for that purpose before
it' is rammed down the barrel, if it is more on

one side than the other it will have an inclina¬
tion to throw the ball from the straight line.
A ball forced down too hard or yet too easy, I
never found to go so true as when properly fitted;
be careful the ball is rammed home to the pow¬

der, and with as little bruising the ball as pos¬
sible; every rifleman should mark his rammer
at the muzzle end of barrel when loaded, that
will show him when the ball is down close on

the powder; at all times care should be taken
that the hammer is shut down upon the pan be¬
fore the ball is rammed down, or the air the ball
drives before it will blow all the powder out of
the touch-hole; if by mistake that should happen,



the ball must bs drawn out with a screw turned
into the end of the rammer and provided tor
that purpose; under the head of the rammer is
a small hole made to put in a small lever, which
makes the rammer similar to a carpenter’s ghn-
blet, and forms a purchase to screw into the
ball, and by that means draw's the ball out of
the barrel; after firing- a few rounds, it will be
found difficult to draw the ball out; to remedy
this I have found the following method to have
the desired effect. Pour a little water clown the

barrel, that will loosen the filth, and the ball
will fie drawn with ease; it may happen that
water at such time cannot be got, if the man
can make urine and apply it in the same way it
will have the same effect; after the ball is drawn,
it will stick fast on the screw, as the fingers
cannot unscrew it, then lay the ball on a stone
or hard ground, and strike it with the butt
end of the rifle to flatten it, which will be taken
off with ease; the barrel should be wiped dry
before loaded again. Rifles throwing to the
right or left sometimes is owing to the trigger
pulling too hard, and at other times owing to
the man throwing his head too far over the
centre of the stock, or not to the centre will
cause a cross sight, in that he will be deceived,
for this reason to have both eyes open is best
in taking aim: if the rifle is found to throw to
the right, the back sight should be drove to
the left and the front sight to the right, the
sights are left loose for that purpose, if it throws
to the left move the sights contrary as above,
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till the man who uses it, finds it right. I have no
opinion of the folding elevating sights by reason
the sight for the greatest range may be up, when
a shot at a shorter distance may offer, in that
case the man not perceiving it, would be much
deceived at his intended object; in trying off
guns I have been deceived by the folding sights,
for which reason, I have found one sight most
certain to be depended upon at all distances, for
if a man cannot measure his distance with his

eye he cannot do it with all the folding elevating
sights that can be made. One of the principal
things in shooting is for a man to measure his
distance before he shoots, and if he cannot do
it, all the sights that can be added will not
make him a good shot; this is only to be ob¬
tained by practice. A rifleman should learn the
elevation of the sights of his rifle at point blank,
from that he will elevate or depress according
to the distance he is from the object; the sights
on the king’s rifles are intended for 200 yards
point blank.

A rifleman should not be in too great a hurry
in loading and firing ; I have found one shot in
one minute as much as I could fire to keep my¬
self steady.. In ramming down the ball the air
will sometimes force the powder into the touch-
hole very hard, which will occasion the rifle to
hang fire or flash in the pan, and not fire the pow¬
der in the barrel, this I have frequently experi¬
enced ; to remedy thisjs to put a picker made for
that purpose into the to uch.-hole ; whilst loading



shut down the hammer on the picker or-the air
^vill jblow it out ; when loaded, take out the picker,
.prime, and with the picker force a little powder
into the touch-hole, be careful not to prime too
full, as it will prevent the hammer going down,
and occasion the prime to be lost or the damp
to get to the priming, that will make the rifle
hang or.misfire, a pin or small feather will an¬
swer to stop the touch-hole occasionally ; this
mode of loading will do in practice, but in ac¬
tion I have my doubts, as they will be apt to
loose the picker; in lien of a picker or feather
after loaded, prick the touch-hole, that will
loosen the powder which is forced hard in
loading, in that case prime first.

A rifleman should be careful not to have his
lock at full cock whilst loading, as from the
pressure of forcing down the ball it might go
off, which might be attended with bad conse¬
quences.

A rifle barrel should be always kept brown,
as it will prevent the glare of the sun obstructing
the eye as is the case qn all bright barrels. I
have here added four different positions the
most easy and certain way which I could find
to fire in, as figures No. 1, % 3, 4, and two
men targets that I have fired at, and a table
pf the weight and diameter of lead balls, from
one to fifty to the pound. Charge of good pow¬
der I have found to be nearly equal to one third
t;he weight of the ball, priming included.

FINIS
[Page, Printer, BUek Friars R©a4»
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^VeiehtofLeadBalls from
One to Fifljr to die Bjund.

ifi Ountw (Ltound.LdDram* an.
Ounte, 28 Grains aDram .

i/i
D I AME TEE'S.

Numb
of

Balls
Ounces Drams Grains tttmb. Inch. 8 10 16 20 28 32 40 60 64 % LOO 150

1 16 1 1 6 l

2 8 2 1 2 l 1
3 5 5 9i 3 1 1 1
4 4 4 1 l

5 3 3 5k 6 7 l 1
6 2 10 I8f 6 7 1

7 2 4 16 7 7 1
8 2 8 6 1 1
9 1 12 12 f 9 6 1

i
1

10 1 9 16 i 10 6 1 1
11 1 7 7al 11 6 1
12 1 5 9k 12 5 i l
13 1 3 M-k 13 5 l i

14 1 2 8 14 5 l 1

15 1 1 i132 id 15 5 1 1
l6 1 16 5 1

—

1

17 15 7 -ZJ2^r 17 5 1 1
18 14 fiXv 9 18 5 1

19 13 io-k 19 5

20 12 22-f 20 4 1
—

, l

21 12 5 Hi 21 4 1 1 1

22 ! li 17k 22 4 i l

23 | u oM 23 4 i l i 1

24 1 10 18f 24 4 i 1

25 10 ~6if 25 4 l | 1

26 0 20 k 26 4 i !

27 9 13 if 27 4 \ 1 j }
1

28 9 4 28 4 ■ XJ
29 8 23 k 29 4 ; i i 2

30 8 14J4 30 4 \ 1

31 8 7k 31 4 1 '

32 8 32 4 X-
33 7 21k 33 4 1 1

34 7 14% 34 4 i 1

35 7 35 4 1

36 7 ok 36 4 1

37 6 25 87 37 4

38 6 204 38 3 i 1 l 1

39 6 15% 39 3 i 1 I 1

40 6 ilk 40 3 i 1 1 i

41 6 V 4-1 41 3 l 1 1 1

42 6 2% 42 3 i 1 i

43 5 26% 43 3 l 1 1

44 5 22% 44 3 i 1 1

45 5 104 45 3 l 1 IX

46 5 15% 46 3 l 1

47 5 12% 47 3 i 1

4d 6 9 k 48 3 l 1 1

4,9 5 6j& 49 3 i l

50 5
n 9 50 3 l i 1

Jiarto*’ sculp.


